
IXXUS DESIGN HUB 
(IDH) FEATURE LIST

REINVENT YOUR CONTENT

FEATURE IDH InDesign™ OTHERS
XML EXPORT
Document metadata .
User notes .
Added images .
Tags newly formatted text .
Indicate which text was mapped to page objects .
Indicate if style mapping has changed .
Splits and merges tagging as paragraphs are split and merged .
Correct user errors, moving text into para-level elements .
Links to CSS file indicating formatting .
Single step export .
FIXED LAYOUT HTML EXPORT
Preserves locations of text and image boxes on pages . .*

Re-flowable content .
Easily editable and re-designable output . .
EPUB 3 FIXED LAYOUT EXPORT
Guarantees 100% page replication .
Hot-spot interactivity .
Selects pages to exclude from the book .
Searchable . . .§

Easily groups documents into one book . . .§

Does not require special arrangement of layers . .
Inline text interactivity . .§

Highlights results of search º . º

CONTENT MERGE
Bookmark instructions .
Hypertext links .
Anchored images .
Conditional text .
Break instructions (column, frame, page etc) .
Robust re-import .
Non-destructive re-import (when text has not changed in a story) .
Fast loading of large content .
Easy to read content for easy mapping to stories .
Exportable £ .
Simple two-step import .

IXXUS DESIGN HUB PRODUCT COMPARISON
. Supported
º Partial Support
£ Coming Soon
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REINVENT YOUR CONTENT

DATA MERGE
Rich formatting .
Multi-block text in one field .
Flexible and precise control over layout of multi-record pages .
Auto-selecton of a record template from multiple options .
Accepts multi-formats (including CSV and tab-separated) . º

Duplicates page for each record . . .±

Duplicates two-page spread for each record . .±

Varies content based on rules . º

Multi-records per page . .±

Create and populate tables £ .±

Insert updated data such as a changed selected field £ º

Passes back data changes to database £ .±

DATABASE FEATURES
Underpinned by robust, mature, ACID compliant, NoSQL XML database .
Powerful enterpise grade search engine .
Secure user login and user type access rights .
Multiple ways to upload documents .
Indication of shared document history . 
Organization into “books” .
Organization of books into “collections” .
Forums to discuss documents .
Analyze formatting inheritance in named styles .
REPORTS
Document metadata, page size, indicate if first page is left or right page, indicate the number 
of spreads in the document, indicate which pages include empty text boxes, lists of para-
graph and character styles that were not used, counts of paragraph and character styles that 
were used, lists of fonts used, list of colors used, lists of hypertext and cross-reference links, 
list of linked image, list and usage of conditional text, a sorted list of words used in the doc-
ument, the history of saves, versions of ID used each time, details of the processing options 
that were used to produce outputs

.
COMPARISON REPORTS (AGAINST BENCHMARK DOCUMENT)
Difference in first-page side, difference in page sizes, use of additional named styles, if styles 
with same names actually differ in format, if additional fonts were used, if additional colors 
were used, if different processing options were selected within IDH

.
* InDesign Epub3 HTML Export 
§ CircularFLO
± CatBase/DataLinker/EasyCatalog


